DON'T BUY THE LIES... Media stupidity actually proves Trump is right about massive Voter Fraud. while
trying to disrespect him.
Please read this asinine quote from USA TODAY regarding USA Voter Fraud...
"It appears Spicer conflated two different studies, but let’s first address the one by the Pew Charitable Trusts.
As we have written before, the 2012 report, “Inaccurate, Costly and Inefficient: Evidence That America’s Voter
Registration System Needs an Upgrade,” found that “more than 1.8 million deceased individuals are listed as
voters” and that “approximately 2.75 million people have registrations in more than one state.”
The report’s authors said it shows that voter rolls are “susceptible to fraud,” though they did not claim it was
evidence of actual fraud."
Let me be clear. There are 4.5 million registered voters in the USA proven to be ILLEGAL, yet since they were
not actually caught in the act of voting the media believes no wrongdoing actually happened?
Trump's estimated 3 to 5 million illegal voters are substantiated by this Pew Report alone and only gullible
people believe these 4.5 million ILLEGAL registered voters did no wrong. Asinine Pollyannas.
Now read this quote from highly credible Investors Business Daily...
"Most follow the same theme: Trump foolishly followed the faulty analysis of Gregg Phillips of True The Vote,
an online anti-voter-fraud site and app. Phillips estimates that illegals cast three million votes in the 2016
election. He's wrong, say the media. Heck, even the liberal fact-checking site FactCheck.org says so.
But, in fact, it's almost certain that illegals did vote — and in significant numbers. Whether it was three million
or not is another question.
While states control the voter registration process, some states are so notoriously slipshod in their controls
(California, Virginia and New York — all of which have political movements to legalize voting by noncitizens
— come to mind) that it would be shocking if many illegals didn't vote. Remember, a low-ball estimate says
there are at least 11 million to 12 million illegals in the U.S., but that's based on faulty Census data. More likely
estimates put the number at 20 million to 30 million."
NOTE: Two years after the implementation of California law AB 60 on Jan. 1, 2015, an estimated 806,000
undocumented residents have received driver’s licenses, according to Department of Motor Vehicles statistics.
In California showing a Driver License is all that is needed to vote, and with 3 million known ILLEGALS in
California, other means of simple ID allows ILLEGALS to vote.
So don't buy the lies. The likelihood is extremely high that there are 3 to 5 million ILLEGAL VOTES in the
USA elections.
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